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DISCOVERING THE BEST OF GREECE WITH HDM SAILING
HOMELAND OF ANCIENT MYTHS AND LEGENDS

PARIS - ATHENS, 19.01.2021, 14:11 Time

USPA NEWS - Exploring the sunkissed land of Greece is one of the best ways to have a memorable vacation with lots of positive
emotions and impressions. And the most magical experience of discovering the homeland of ancient myths and legends is revealed
while cruising along its spectacular coastline and multiple islands on a yacht. In order to get maximum of the Greek sailing holiday and
enjoy every moment of the voyage, a high-quality vessel is required.

Exploring the sunkissed land of Greece is one of the best ways to have a memorable vacation with lots of positive emotions and
impressions. And the most magical experience of discovering the homeland of ancient myths and legends is revealed while cruising
along its spectacular coastline and multiple islands on a yacht. In order to get maximum of the Greek sailing holiday and enjoy every
moment of the voyage, a high-quality vessel is required.

HDM Sailing, this year´s winner of Luxury Lifestyle Awards in the category of The Best Luxury Yacht Charters in Greece, offers
qualified treatment with personal touch to the most discerning clients from around the world.

HDM Sailing was established in 1994 in Greece as a family business in yacht chartering. The company is managed by the people who
love ocean and are engaged in sailing regattas for many years. The experienced team of sailors and yachtsmen aim to share their
experience with everyone interested in sailing.

Due to the high confidence in the company´s services and vessels quality shown by the clients, HDM Sailing continues to add new
premium boats to its fleet. Today anyone can find the vessel with required characteristics for the perfect vacation in the company´s
catalogue. The range of boats varies from 31 to 65 feet long, from 2 to 6 double cabins, with a capacity of 2-12 persons. The qualified
staff always supports the clients with advises and help with care. For example, the professional sailors provide the clients with expert
advice about the best and safest routes to explore Greece in the current weather conditions.

"It is a great pleasure for our team to be recognized by the experts of Luxury Lifestyle Awards. We at HDM Sailing apply our 26-year
experience to provide each of our clients with unforgettable seaside holidays and present them the real taste of Greece, and we are
honored to be among the best yacht charters in our region," said Katerina Makri, Manager at HDM Sailing.

The team of HDM Sailing also offers training and certification at the Offshore Training School. There are theory classes and practical
lessons for beginners and advanced classes for the competitive racers.

For more information, please visit:

Luxury Lifestyle Awards
https://luxurylifestyleawards.com/

HDM Sailing
https://hdmsailing.gr/index.php

Ruby BIRD
http://www.portfolio.uspa24.com/
Yasmina BEDDOU
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